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' detect motion changes.
Safety precautions and
all, I have a feeling that a
collision between a Smart
Fortwo and a Range
Rover might not end up
so well for the Fortwo
(and ifs passengers).

Unique features
include interchangeable
body panels to change
color and style and a
choice of automatic or
manual shift styles. The
7O-horsepower, tht"g-
cylinder engine may
not win many races, but
it promises to be a ftin
drive.
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A Smart Fortwo: Small and
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If you have any
suggestions of new
technological treats,
you can contact
the columnist at
mcglaugh@meredith.
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Photographed in May
in the arms of Victoria
Beckhoffi, also known
as Posh Spice and the
wife of soccer star David
Beckham/ Skinny Bitch ts
the most recent diet book
to evoke a torrent of con-
troversy.

The work, co-
authored by the Los
Angeles duo Kim
Barnouin and Rory
Freeman and published
by Running Press, has
come under scrutiny for
its "raucous, profanity-
laced" langu d1e, writes
Motoko Rich of the New
York Times.

ies in circulation and l 
i

has reaChed No. L on
the New York Times
best-seller list, writes
Rich in his article "Book
serves attihlde, no meat,"
which appeared in the
September 26n^ edition of
The News & Observer.

The book, marketed as

a "no-nonsense/ tough-
love guide for sawy
girls," is in my opinion
one of the most self-dep-
recating diet books of our
time. Referring to soda
as "liquid Satan" and cof-
fee as a drink "for puss-
ies," Skinny Bitch's con-
descending tone is sup-
posed to incite its readers
to create a new healthy
lifestyle for themselves.
However, after examiri-
ing the book myseLf, I
feel no need to follow its
advice.

Barnouin and
Freeman's work begins
with an appealing intro-
duction. The co-authors
state, "You dont need
to starve yourself to get
skinrry. You dont need
to spend all day at the
gym to get skinrry. It's
time to strut ... down

background."
Reader beware: this

lost in a work whose
focus, healthy eating
and a concern for ani-
mal rights, is buried
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sible five stars. Safety
features include art inter-
nal steel safety " cage,"
multiple air bags, and
intelligent seat belts that
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